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maverickjohnson Sep 21, at PM about the Saab All the gauges and the radio come on but that's
it and now my buttons on my key won't even work and there is a dinging sound that won't go off
while the door is open and the light doesn't dim ON when you pull the key out of the ignition it
used to do this Any ideas of what is going on? Gordon answered 9 years ago. Hi there, Firstly,
does your car start well first thing in the morning? If it does, fine. But then if it won't start for the
rest of the day, say after you have done your groceries and then this issue happens The neutral
safety switch sits onto the top of your transmission and lets the car know if it is in park, neutral,
etc. If it doesn't think you are in either P or N, then guess what, no electricity gets to the starter.
Try cycling your gear selector a bunch of times to see if you can then get it to start in either P or
N. Chances are it may work some times. But it gets real frustrating, especailly when you are in a
hurry. And believe me that's when it relly won't start. Another trick I learn't and with much
sucess is to pour water over the neutral safety switch and then get in and start your engine, it'll
surely fire. I do hope this will help you. Domcut answered 7 years ago. Im having this exact
problem now with my Guess what ProJoTrainer answered 7 years ago. WOW donmcut if you
looked it up online you could have saved the 3k, its a known problem with our saabs, i wish you
knew b4 , but mecahnics dont care most time they just want our cash I said most not all their
are very nice 1s 2, but find me one in florida Sometimes the DIC connections get corroded if not
installed correctly, like mine. I'm a N00B, but if I scrape the connections it works again. Dusty
answered 5 years ago. Its the neutral safety switch bucks for the part. Just replaced it on our
Saab Dawn answered 5 years ago. I had the neutral safty switch dis engaged and it's been fine
until now! It's 90 in Ct. And it won't turn over! Rssllj answered 4 years ago. Love it. Have
replaced averthing. Battery, battery cables and Bosch starter. Works great until it gets hot out.
Start ok in morning drive to McD for coffee then leave to start and it won't Worked every day
this week until Sat. Tried several times on Sat even late Sat night when it was cooler. Tried 8:am
this morning after a cool night. Started right up. Will take to shop in am and let them now about
this problem. Love this car. Bought it new. Sparkyburke answered 4 years ago. I have Saab 2.
Hofmeister answered 4 years ago. Had anyone had any problems w the gas gauge not working?
I've searched for a fuse or relay online and through parts stores they can't seem to figure it out
either. When the computer says refill fuel now I get topped off at dollars every time. GuruXZ8K
answered 3 years ago. Judy answered 3 years ago. I also had this problem for years -- starts
fine sometimes, other times nothing in turbo convertible. Drove me crazy. I'd give it a break for
10 or so minutes, and it was good to go again not fun if you're in a hurry. The amp can be on the
fritz for months or even years before it finally kicks out altogether. Here's the solution: 1. Get a

new battery -- the one you have has likely been badly battered the bad amp. Go about your
merry way -- it'll start every time. How can I say this with confidence? I realized my battery was
over 5 years old -- when I replaced it, the Saab started every time. Then, I blew out the year-old
amp during a beautiful fall day. Bought another amp on eBay and installed it. Went shopping -car wouldn't start! Removed amp. This problem of not starting nearly sent my beautiful Saab to
the junk yard: I'm glad I took the time to figure out how to fix it. Oh, and the new stereo
unbelievable! If I had known that the amp was such junk I would have done this years ago.
GuruZJ5JJ answered 3 years ago. Had friend try jumping nothing. Sat for 2 hours then all of a
sudden it started. Got it home. Started this am ran for 15 was fine. Turned off tryed starting n
nothing. Could it b a bad battery. Saabsufferer answered 2 years ago. G 'day this happened to
me just once! Went out buy milk , parked came back key in no respo oknse. People tried to help
nothing ,R,A. Was not expensive as Saab parts go. Ronald answered 2 years ago. I have a Saab
After replacing the neutral safety switch, crankshaft sensor, spark plugs, fuel filter and battery it
still with not start. Try replacing the direct Ignition coil cassette, if that has be replaced then it's
your neutral safety switch. I have the same problem but with a manual transmission, so
presume this wouldn't be the neutral safety switch. Harlan answered about a year ago. My Saab
Aero Wagon shares many of these symptoms and it took me a fresh battery not it , several times
getting stranded, an OBD2 scanner and some patience to figure it out. I traced my issue to a
CAN bus failure that also periodically affects the instrument cluster when driving. My problem
seems rooted in the wiring harness and connector that feed the antilock brake module. When I
lose connection while driving, the instrument panel lights up like a Christmas tree and when it
begins to respond again, I have a check engine light CAN bus failure and traction control failure.
I suspect that the failure on the bus communicates an abnormal signal to the ECU which bricks
the car via anti theft system when it occurs at startup. Same symptoms: wait for an unspecific
amount of time and it starts with a diagnostic code U Lost communication with steering column
module stored on the ECU. My fuel gauge hovers around Empty which points to fuel pump
shutoff by the ECU. I suspect a bad connection although I haven't ruled out electromagnetic
interference or a ground issue on the bus which has a few poorly twisted pairs. Try this: turn
ignition to on like you are attempting to start the vehicle. If it doesn't, and you note an issue
with the fuel gauge, lower the driver's side window so you can hear the instrument panel chime
from outside the vehicle. Pop the hood with the key still set to on and poke around the
connector and wiring harness associated with the ABS module that is located between the
firewall and the battery box. If you hear a chime, turn off the ignition and try to start again. The
crazy thing is that I was ready to replace the column integration module based on the diagnostic
code when it seems to be associated with the harness under the hood I'll keep gathering data
and report back. SaabrinaIsMyGurl answered about a year ago. This happens to me
intermittently since I bought my Saab. There is a common problem with the security settings
and the battery in the security system. They get really weak really quick and if the battery is
weak in the security system it puts the car in neutral safety mode hence why it won't turn over
but the electric comes on. If you replace that battery you shouldn't have any problems going
forward. If you're in a rush and trying to get it done quickly temporarily what I do is I flip a
bunch of switches like the lights mirrors windows lock the car walk about 30 feet away unlock
the car and try and turn it over. It tends to work most times I've never had it fail just sometimes
takes a few tries. GuruKRF15 answered about a year ago. I was having intermittent start
problems with my After being stranded one time too many I decided to troubleshoot the
problem myself. Narrowed the fault to a bad NSS Neutral safety switch located just below the
battery shelf in the engine compartment. Ordered online and replaced the part. Haven't missed a
start since. From reading similar threads this seems to be the main culprit. Hope this helps. Bvd
answered about a year ago. Hey Harlan. My 06 aero is having the same problem. Thinking it's
the abs module itself. Any luck with yours? BvdSeems like a wire harness wiggle test brings it
back for me. I'm waiting for a harder and more permanent failure before I replace the ABS
module. I haven't ruled out ground faults and loops yet but I do have an intermittent left turning
signal fault that could be related to a dirty ground. I poked around a bit with a multimeter and I
need to mess with the ABS module some more and clean the grounds. Right now, I can live with
an intermittent issue that can be "fixed" with 30 seconds of wire wiggling. Bvd answered 8
months ago. I pulled the abs module and re soldered all the connections. It seems I had a bad
connection somewhere that was causing the issue. There is a youtube video online covering
this. Beats having to buy a new abs module! Jahi answered 7 months ago. My saab won't start
sometimes or even turn over. All the gauges and the radio come on but that's it and now my
buttons on my key won't even work and there is a dinging sound that won't go off wh When i
put the key in the steering lock does nothing, the same when i put the key out of ignition switch.
Steering lock stay unlocked. The key turns but doesn't start. I run starter from When i bought

my saab the guy said the alternator was bad when I drove it home got 5 minutes from my house
and it died I then change the alternator, the battery, the spark plugs and coils I have a different
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road performance of their Saab 93 by upgrading from old parts to performance-optimized parts.
The Saab you chose was built using care and expertise; it ought to have new OEM parts with
the same top level of quality. The Saab 93 Neutral Safety Switch is often attached underneath
the clutch of cars which have a stick-shift transmission. The key function of your Saab 93
Neutral Safety Switch is to stop your truck from moving when in gear. A broken Saab 93 Neutral
Safety Switch can cause your car to suddenly start in gear, leading to car damage or injury to
self. Saab builds safe, reliable cars, but bear in mind it's the driver's task to check that all
critical safety parts are present and working. The highway patrol requires your vehicle to have
installed all required safety-related components, including running lights or working brakes circumvent tickets or, even worse, dangerous accidents by buying all the required parts or
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in any gear position other than Park or Neutral. Most often mounted to the left-hand side of the
transmission, the switch is equipped in vehicles with a transaxle or automatic transmission.
Some vehicle neutral safety switches are attached to the shifter mechanism. The vehicle is
raised and supported on jack stands. The transmission shift lever and cable are removed. The
electrical connector is removed from the switch. The neutral safety switch is removed from the
transmission. The transmission shaft seal is checked for leaks and replaced as needed. The
new neutral safety switch is installed on to the selector shaft and secured while aligning for
proper installation alignment. The shift lever and shift cable are reinstalled. The vehicle is
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tested for proper operation. Replace a faulty neutral safety switch as soon as possible;
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work properly, the vehicle might jump into gear upon startup. This not only causes damage to
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expert mechanics will diagnose the neutral safety switch to see if it needs adjustment.
Transmissions that exhibit excessive vibrations cause the switch to go out of alignment over
time, which makes vehicle ignition more difficult. When inspecting the neutral safety switch, our
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use a test light to confirm a connection through the switch to the starter solenoid. Replace a
faulty neutral safety switch promptly, as driving without a functional switch presents a danger
to other drivers, passengers, and those around the vehicle. A faulty neutral safety switch
damages the engine, as the vehicle jerks into gear upon startup. The reverse lights could stop
working on some vehicles, which creates a safety hazard especially during inclement weather
or nighttime. Saab Neutral Safety Switch Replacement at your home or office. Estimate price
near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you.
Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Keep in mind: Connected to the starter
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reviews from Saab owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Scott 36 years of
experience. Request Scott. Scott was great! Honest, skilled and professional. Stefan 17 years of
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experience. Request Stefan. Stefan was very professional and took a lot of time to explain what
he found and repaired. He also answered any questions I had. He is very knowledgeable on
Saabs which is great as this is hard to find. It remains to be seen if the oil leak was completely
fixed.. I will be very impressed if it is as no one else has been able to fix it completely! I find this
service very convenient! I wasn't sure if it would work due to where I live but Stefan was able to
work with the area! Blake 13 years of experience. Request Blake. Saab - Battery - Apex, North

Carolina. Timothy 48 years of experience. Request Timothy. Timothy was very professional, he
did not do work that was not needed. His analysis saved me money and directed me to the
resolution of the actual problem. He shared his conclusions and included me in the discussion
providing why he determined the problem and the possible resolution. How can we help? Read
FAQ. Service type Neutral Safety Switch Replacement.

